
Get Beautiful While Giving Back 

Written by Melissa Larsen

Beauty Editor Diane Aiello shares her fall beauty picks for lovely skin, hair and nails. 

 

Locks with Love
 

 

It’s hard to find the perfect shine products that won't leave hair a limp, oily mess, but Aquage Beyond Shine gives
hair a frizz-free look while protecting it from thermal styling tools. And when you snag the special pink edition, a
percentage of proceeds go to breast cancer research. $17. www.aquage.com. 

It-Girl Beauty
 

Marc Jacobs fans have been swooning over his new beauty line—and with good reason. The collection features 120
innovative products including the Remedy Concealer Pen. This all-in-one eraser-corrector-brightener magically
revives and smoothes eyes with anti-aging ingredients. $39. Sephora. 
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Pretty in Pink
  

You can't go wrong with a pretty pink mani or pedi, and one of our favorites, Essie, has created two fabulous
shades for October Breast Cancer Awareness month. Pink About It and Pink Works are the perfect shades to take
you through all four seasons, so why not try both? $8. www.essie.com.  

Skin Fusion
  

If you are still battling with the damage caused by a summer full of sun, Peter Thomas Roth Retinol Fusion
Alternative is a miracle worker on dark spots without the side effects of other harsh lighteners. It mimics the effects
of retinol but is safe for sensitive skin. $85. www.peterthomasroth.com.  
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Flush of Blush
  

VMV Hypoallergenics Skin Bloom Blush lends the perfect flush to cheeks while green tea and rice phytic acid
provide antioxidant benefits. And, with virgin coconut oil, titanium dioxide and iron oxide pigments, you get
moisturized skin and added sun protection. $40. www.VMVhypoallergenics.com.  
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